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Introduction

The Stellaris® LM3S316 Microcontroller Autonomous Car is a robotic vehicle that is capable of roaming around a controlled but random area and avoiding colliding with obstacles. The car makes use of the peripherals of the LM3S316 microcontroller including the Analog-to-Digital Converter (ADC) module which is used to read the infrared ranging sensors, and the pulse-width modulator (PWM) block which is used to drive the motors. This application note describes the construction of the car, the design of the circuit board, and the software that runs the vehicle.

Building the Car

When building a robotic vehicle, the mechanical construction is typically one of the most complex parts of the task. Some robotics sites on the internet, such as Lynxmotion (www.lynxmotion.com), provide ready-to-assemble vehicle chassis kits. The LM3S316 car uses the Terminator Sumo Kit from Lynxmotion, which contains an 8 inch x 8 inch chassis (20 cm x 20 cm), four brushed DC motors, a Lexan body with aluminum supports, and a convenient cavity inside the vehicle for mounting the battery.

Using this kit, an initial prototype was created that uses the Stellaris Family Development Board. The additional components required (such as the dual H-bridge chip) were breadboarded onto the development board and a working prototype was created. This prototype was used as a proof-of-concept for the entire design as well as a test vehicle to use for software development while the custom circuit board was designed.

The car's mechanical design uses three GP2D12 infrared ranging sensors to determine the distance to obstacles in three directions; forward, forward left, and forward right. The two side sensors are mounted at an angle of approximately 30 degrees from straight forward. One sensor property that must be accounted for is the range of uncertainty for distances closer than 4 inches (10 cm). For example, the sensor provides the same output for an object that is 3 inches away as one that is 6 inches away. To avoid problems caused by this phenomenon, the sensors are mounted 4 inches from the front of the chassis; therefore, the car would have to drive through a wall (which is not physically possible) before that wall can enter the range of uncertainty.

The infrared sensors also provide more accurate results, especially at the edge of a wall, when mounted vertically and so a lucite “windshield” was created to mount the sensors. The windshield is mounted across the chassis halfway between the front and back, which places the sensors approximately four inches from the front edge of the vehicle.

In addition to the sensor mounts and windshield, the following were also added to the vehicle:

■ A large push button was mounted to the side of the circuit board. This button is much easier to press when the car is running, and helps provide some static insulation for the board (versus attempting to press a small push button that is mounted on the circuit board itself).

■ A pair of mini-banana plugs was also mounted to the side of the circuit board. This allows the internal battery to be recharged without having to extract it from the vehicle

Note: The switch on the board must be turned off so that the charger is not also powering the circuit board while the internal battery is being recharged.
The end result is a self-contained, autonomous vehicle with a Stellaris microcontroller for a brain as shown in Figure 1.

**Figure 1. Stellaris LM3S316 Autonomous Car**

---

**Circuit Board Design**

There were several design considerations that drove the design of the circuit board. First, the board needed to run from the 7.2 V battery pack that is used to power the 7.2 V motors on the vehicle. The board also needed to provide interfaces to the three infrared ranging sensors, the four brushed DC motors, the on-chassis push button, the four LEDs (headlights and taillights), and a compact JTAG debug interface (the standard 20-pin JTAG header is too big). The final design consideration is that the board needed to fit into the roughly 2.5 inch (6.4 cm) square area near the back of chassis that was available for the circuit board.

With these goals in mind, a pair of power regulators were placed on the board. One power regulator generates the 5 V required by the infrared ranging sensors and the dual H-bridge chip, and the other generates the 3.3 V required by the Stellaris microcontroller and all the other control electronics.

An STL298 dual H-bridge chip was placed on the board for driving the brushed DC motors. The motors are paired, with one H-bridge driving the two motors on the left side of the vehicle and the other H-bridge driving the two motors on the right side of the vehicle. The inputs to each bridge are simple; if both inputs are the same, then the motor is in a dynamic braking mode. If the inputs are different, then the motor spins either forward or backward, depending on which input is logic high and which is logic low. Providing a PWM signal to the logic high input allows the speed of the motor to be controlled; the four inputs to the STL298 (two per H-bridge) are connected to the four PWM outputs of the LM3S316 microcontroller. A keyed 4-way connector was placed on the board for connection to the wiring harness added to the motors on the chassis; the keying helps to prevent plugging the motors into the board incorrectly.
The ranging sensors only require 5 V power, ground, and a connection to an analog input. The LM3S316 microcontroller has a four-channel ADC, so three of the channels are used to sample the analog value generated by the three ranging sensors. A block of 0.1 inch 1 x 3 stake headers are provided for connecting to the corresponding connector on the infrared sensors.

The headlight and taillight LEDs are similarly simple. They require only a GPIO on one side of the LED and a current-limiting pull-up resistor on the other side. A block of 0.1 inch, 1 x 2 stake headers are provided for connecting to the corresponding connector that was added to the LEDs (along with a length of wire so that the LEDs could be mounted at the front and back of the car). The LEDs are connected to GPIOs that can also be configured as PWM outputs from the timer blocks. This allows the LEDs to be driven by the PWM outputs to provide variable brightness control.

A small push button switch was placed on the board, along with a 0.1 inch, 1 x 2 stake header to allow an external push button switch to be installed as well. The push button does not have any hardware debouncing circuitry (such as a capacitor), so debouncing of the switch input is left entirely to software.

In lieu of the standard 20-pin JTAG connector (of which almost half of the pins are dedicated to ground connections), a more compact, but non-standard, 8-pin JTAG connector was created. This has the four required JTAG signals, chip reset, power, and ground. In order to use a JTAG emulator, a custom 20-pin to 8-pin conversion cable is required.

The board also includes a photocell connected to one of the analog comparators on the LM3S316 microcontroller which allows the headlights to be turned on automatically when it gets too dark, and a current sense amplifier on the bridge current connected to the fourth ADC channel which allows monitoring of the bridge current.

Given these on-board components, the design easily fits onto a 2.5 inch (6.4 cm) square board. All of the connectors for off-board items are placed along the edges and utilize right-angle connectors, keeping the profile low when the connectors are plugged in.

Figure 4 on page 10 shows the schematics for the circuit board.

**Overview of the Software**

The software for the LM3S316 microcontroller autonomous car is built in layers. Abstractions are provided for all of the hardware features (such as the brushed DC motors), and the main control code for the car uses those abstracted interfaces to obtain inputs and drive outputs. This simplifies the main control code since it does not need to know the details of the input and output devices operation, and allows the operation of the input and output devices to be enhanced (or even changed to a completely different type of device) without affecting the main control loop. Figure 2 shows the software block diagram.
Abstract interfaces are provided for the motors, sensors, push button switch, and lights. Each of these interfaces provides a set of functions for operating the device as required by the overall application (such as setting the speed of a motor or turning on a headlight). Not all hardware features of a device are abstracted; for example, the hardware allows the headlights and taillights to be set to a variety of brightnesses; the software abstraction does not support this feature.

The car supports two operating modes; normal running mode (see “Normal Running Mode” on page 7 for more information) and diagnostic mode (see “Diagnostic Mode” on page 8). Normal running mode, in which the car wanders around avoiding obstacles, is the typical operating mode for the car. Diagnostic mode methodically checks each device on the car to verify that the connectors are plugged into the board correctly and that everything is in working order.

When the car is not in normal running mode or diagnostic mode, it simply stays in place with the lights and motors turned off.

**Normal Running Mode**

When the car is in normal running mode, it exhibits one of the following four behaviors.

- The first behavior occurs when the car does not see any obstacles. In this case, the car simply drives straight forward.

- If the car sees an obstacle that is too close to the car (that is, within 20 inches, or 51 cm), the car continues to drive in a generally forward direction and veers away from the obstacle. The rate at which the car veers depends on the distance to the obstacle and the rate of approach to the obstacle; if the obstacle is still far away or is not approaching quickly, the car veers slowly. On the other hand, if the obstacle is fairly close and/or it is approaching quickly, the car veers quickly.

- If the car sees an obstacle that is approximately 9 inches (23 cm) away and appears to be running parallel to the car's path, the car attempts to follow the obstacle. It drives straight ahead, making minor adjustments to the left or right to keep the obstacle 9 inches (23 cm) from the side of the car.

- If the car gets extremely close to an obstacle (that is, within 7 inches, or 18 cm), or if a random time-out occurs, the car stops and spins in place. This continues until the obstacles are far away.
enough away to proceed forward without colliding with any obstacles. While the car is spinning in place, the taillights are turned on.

During all of these normal running mode behaviors, the car turns on its headlights when the ambient light conditions get too dark. When the ambient light gets brighter again, the headlights automatically turn back off again. This behavior is similar to the automatic dusk/dawn lights on automobiles.

A simplified version of the state machine for normal running mode is shown in Figure 3. The “Turning” state is actually eight distinct states; there is a set of four states that are used for turns that result from the car getting to close to an obstacle, and another four states that are used for random turns. “Turning” was drawn as a single state to simplify the diagram. Also, any of the states that are not the “Stop” state can transition to the “Stop” state by a press of the push button (these transitions were left off to simplify the diagram).

**Figure 3. Software State Machine Diagram**

Diagnostic Mode
Diagnostic mode uses a sequence of steps to verify that each functional piece of the car is in good working order. Diagnostic mode runs the steps as follows:

1. Turns on the headlights and taillights, but leaves the motors off. This step is mainly for photographic purposes; the car stays in place with all of the lights on, allowing for good still photography.

2. Blinks only the left headlight and runs only the left motors in the forward direction. This step shows that the left headlight is correctly connected, that the left motors are correctly connected, and that the left motors can be driven in the forward direction.

3. Blinks only the left taillight and runs only the left motors in the backward direction. This step shows that the left taillight is correctly connected, that the left motors are correctly connected, and that the left motors can be driven in the backward direction.

4. Blinks only the right headlight and runs only the right motors in the forward direction. This step shows that the right headlight is correctly connected, that the right motors are correctly connected, and that the right motors can be driven in the forward direction.
5. Blinks only the right taillight and runs only the right motors in the backward direction. This step shows that the right taillight is correctly connected, that the right motors are correctly connected, and that the right motors can be driven in the backward direction.

6. Blinks all four lights, runs all motors in the backward direction, and sets the speed of the motors based on the raw sensor reading from the left sensor, which can be seen by moving an object (such as a hand) closer and farther from the left sensor (with no effect being seen if the same is done to the right and center sensors). This step shows that the left sensor is correctly connected.

7. Blinks all four lights, runs all motors in the backward direction, and sets the speed of the motors based on the raw sensor reading from the right sensor, which can be seen by moving an object (such as a hand) closer and farther from the right sensor (with no effect being seen if the same is done to the left and center sensors). This step shows that the right sensor is correctly connected.

8. Blinks all four lights, runs all motors in the backward direction, and sets the speed of the motors based on the raw sensor reading from the center sensor, which can be seen by moving an object (such as a hand) closer and farther from the center sensor (with no effect being seen if the same is done to the left and right sensors). This step shows that the center sensor is correctly connected.

Any perceived problems with the operation of the car can be easily identified by running through the steps of diagnostic mode. If one of the steps fails to operate as expected (for example, Step 6, changing the motor speed based on the right sensor instead of the left sensor), then the wiring problem can be corrected and it is likely that the problem will go away. If all of the diagnostic steps pass, then the problem is likely with the code that handles the normal mode of operation.

When running, the car samples the sensors 500 times per second, samples the push button 200 times per second, and makes decisions 10 times per second. All processing occurs within interrupt handlers; the full application only requires .25 MIPS of processing power.

The application for the car uses approximately 6 KB of flash and 384 bytes of SRAM (256 bytes of which is the stack). Since the ADC is used by the application, and the ADC requires that the PLL be used, the processor is run at 12.5 MHz, which is the slowest that the processor can be clocked when running from the PLL. The .25 MIPS consumed by the application uses approximately 2% of the processor.

The software for the LM3S316 microcontroller autonomous car is provided in the accompanying ZIP file. The contents of this ZIP file should be extracted to the same directory to which StellarisWare™ was extracted. For example, if the StellarisWare™ ZIP file was extracted to C:\, then this ZIP file should also be extracted to C:\. This creates a C:\StellarisWare\AppNotes\an01245 directory that contains the source code for the car. See the an01245sw-nnn.pdf file in this directory (where nnn is replaced by a version number) for full details of the functions, global variables, and so on, in the source code.

**Schematics**

Figure 4 shows the schematics for the car.
Figure 4. Schematics for the LM3S316 Autonomous Car
Conclusion

The intelligent, autonomous car effectively demonstrates the use of the Stellaris LM3S316 microcontroller features, including the ADCs, analog comparators, timers, motion-control PWMs, and GPIOs. The vehicle software, written in easy-to-maintain C, shows how the 32-bit ARM® Cortex™-M3 core enables a straightforward software architecture that is completely interrupt-driven—an important consideration in product development as software development costs continue to balloon. While this is a fun microcontroller application, the concepts demonstrated here are directly applicable to products in many different applications.
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- Creating an Autonomous Car with the Stellaris® LM3S316 Microcontroller collateral, number an01245-nnn.zip (where nnn is the revision number)
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